
  

VINCENNES [L-H] - 24 September 
Race 1 - PRIX BRUNA -  2700m WALK-UP C110 Harness. Purse EUR €43,000. 

1. GALLICA GEDE - Fourth beaten 4.25L in a lower class mobile race here two weeks ago. Place claims 

without shoes. 

2. GAULTHERIA - Well beaten in a lower grade here last month. Needs to bounce back. 

3. GAZOLINE DU SEUX - Ended a run of four straight DQ with a win by 4L at this venue. Interesting up a 

level. Runs barefoot. 

4. GALAXIE DE FLAM - Second beaten 0.25L at Enghien in a lower class two starts back. Struggled since. 

5. GLORIA VOLO - Won by 0.25L in this company here last week. Has a 66% strike rate barefoot and can 

progress further. 

6. GEOLE DE LA TOUQUE - Down the field on last two outings. Made all to win three starts back at Cabourg. 

Can bounce back if getting the lead. 

7. GOFESCA BUISSONAY - Fifth beaten 2.75L at Cagnes-sur-Mer in two classes higher. Down a level and 

can feature. 

8. GO GO GIGI - Switching from mounted to a driven event and is yet to place in six outings in the sulky. 

Passed over. 

9. GAELLA - Was in contention here two weeks ago when breaking stride late on in this grade. Well worth 

another chance. Runs barefoot. 

10. GAIA DU PONT - Mixed form of late and now going up in class. 

11. GUARDIA - Bidding for a hat-trick after winning by 3.5L here in one class lower. More than capable. 

12. GLOIRE DU LUPIN - Runner-up beaten 3.25L in one class lower at Chateaubriant. Back without shoes 

now and has a win and a placing from five efforts barefoot. 

Summary: GLORIA VOLO (5) won by 0.25L here tackling one class lower. Has two wins from three outings 
barefoot and is open to further progression. GUARDIA (11) found success by 3.5L at this venue in a lower 
grade. Bids for a hat-trick and can win once more. GLOIRE DU LUPIN (12) produced three wins and a placing 
the past four starts. Cannot be ignored in current form. GAZOLINE DU SEUX (3) proved an easy 4L winner 
at this track in a lower level ending a run off four DQ. Interesting up a level. GOFESCA BUISSONAY (7) is 
another who can feature. 

Selections 

GLORIA VOLO (5) - GUARDIA (11) - GLOIRE DU LUPIN (12) - GAZOLINE DU SEUX (3) - GOFESCA 
BUISSONAY (7)  



Race 2 - PRIX ALEXANDRA -  2700m WALK-UP D46 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. HEMMA DES VAUCHAUX - DQ in this class in August. Not an obvious winner. 

2. HEGOA DU BOULAY - Going well when breaking stride late on at Enghien in this class. Resuming after a 

spell. Of interest. 

3. HEROINE DE MAX - Back to back DQ and getting hard to trust.  

4. HIAHIASTART - Sixth beaten 9.5L at Cherbourg in a higher grade. Barefoot for the first time and could 

improve. 

5. HEROIQUE DELO - Seventh beaten 6L at Enghien in this grade in July. Needs a bit more. 

6. HISTOIRE DE L'ART - Runner-up beaten 0.75L at Les Sables-d'Olonne in one class lower. Has gone well 

at a higher level in the past. 

7. HARMONY DU RABUTIN - Second beaten 2.25L in two classes higher at Feurs. Interesting back down in 

company. 

8. HACIENDA DE BLARY - Fifth in a lower class twelve days ago. Struggled at this level the time before. 

9. HEVA CHALEONNAISE - No form in last three runs and easily passed over. 

10. HIVAOA DES BROUETS - Fourth beaten 4L at Lyon-Parilly in this level two weeks ago. Place chance. 

11. HAPPY DANICA - Won at Enghien in a lower class by 0.75L six weeks back. Not ruled out upped a level. 

12. HACIENDA DESBOIS - Badly out of form in last six attempts. 

Summary: HIAHIASTART (4) was not disgraced tackling two classes higher at Cherbourg recently. Barefoot 
for the first time and down in grade. Big chance. HEGOA DU BOULAY (2) was DQ at Enghien in this level 
when going well on the lead. Worth another chance. HISTOIRE DE L'ART (6) managed a second beaten 
0.75L at Les Sables-d'Olonne in one class lower. In form and can go well. HARMONY DU RABUTIN (7) drops 
back from two grades higher after a second at Feurs. Holds claims. 

Selections 

HIAHIASTART (4) - HEGOA DU BOULAY (2) - HISTOIRE DE L'ART (6) - HARMONY DU RABUTIN (7)  



Race 3 - PRIX CLEOMEDE -  2850m WALK-UP E181 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €60,000. 

1. FOLIE DARLING - DQ in a lower class at La Capelle 24 days back. Hard to have up in grade.  

2. FOXY LADY YANKEE - Won by 0.25L at Pornichet in a lower class. Interesting going up a level and racing 

barefoot. 

3. FOLETTE DU MANS - DQ in a lower class at Caen. Needs improvement. 

4. DAPHNE DU ROUMOIS - No form on last four outings and difficult to consider. 

5. FERIA DE BUSSET - Second beaten a neck at Feurs in a lower level eighteen days ago. Can place without 

shoes.  

6. ENDENE BEAUREGARD - Fifth at Gournay in this class and not an obvious winner today. 

7. ESCAPADE DU DIGEON - Sixth in a lower class at a country track and needs to improve upped in grade.  

8. ESPERANCE MIX - No form in last two runs and easily ruled out.  

9. FEVE DE BEYLEV - Resuming after a 132 day break. Ended last campaign winning by 3.5L here in two 

classes higher. Big chance if ready for the return. 

10. FAUVE BERRY - Well beaten at Pornichet after a spell. Ended last campaign with a win in a higher class. 

Second up and should improve. 

11. FILLE DU CHENE - Fifth beaten 12L at Mauquenchy in this class. Does not look an obvious winner. 

12. FARAH DES CAUX - Won at Pornichet in this level by 3.25L two weeks ago. Cannot be ruled out running 

barefoot.  

13. FLOWER BALL - Fifth beaten 6.5L at Les Sables-d'Olonne in this level. DQ in a higher class since. 

14. FRENCH WAY OF LIFE - Three straight seconds. Most recently at Cabourg beaten 0.25L in this class. 

Six wins and two placings from eight starts barefoot. 

15. EMILIA CEIJY - Sixth beaten 4.5L here in a higher class two weeks ago. Not ruled out down in grade. 

Runs barefoot. 

Summary: FARAH DES CAUX (12) won easily by 3.25L at Pornichet in this level. More than capable once 
more. FRENCH WAY OF LIFE (14) finished runner-up at Cabourg in this grade beaten 0.25L. Brings six wins 
and two placings from eight outings barefoot. Include. FAUVE BERRY (10) was well beaten after a break. 
Ended last campaign with a win here attempting two classes higher. Can improve second up. FEVE DE 
BEYLEV (9) scored by 3.5L at this track racing in two classes higher. Big chance if ready from a break. FOXY 
LADY YANKEE (2) also holds claims. 

Selections 

FARAH DES CAUX (12) - FRENCH WAY OF LIFE (14) - FAUVE BERRY (10) - FEVE DE BEYLEV (9) - 
FOXY LADY YANKEE (2)  



Race 4 - PRIX EUCHARIS -  2200m WALK-UP E31 Harness. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. HIANT DU VAL - Fourth beaten 6.25L at Lyon-Parilly in a higher class two weeks ago. Top claims down a 

level running barefoot. 

2. HOUSTON DE CUIGNY - Third beaten 4L here in this class. Time before made all to win. Interesting if 

getting a lead. 

3. HELIOT DE GACHERE - Third beaten 2.25L at Pornichet in this level two weeks ago. Consistent and can 

go well once more. Runs without shoes. 

4. HOOK DE BEAULIEU - DQ in this class two weeks ago here. Fourth beaten 5.25L in this grade at Divonne 

prior. Place chance. 

5. HERMES PLANCHETTE - Fifth beaten 3L here in a claimer. Debut for a new yard and this is tougher. 

6. HOOLIGAN JIM - Midfield on last two outings in higher classes. Interesting dropping a level. 

7. HERMAU DE SUZON - DQ in a lower class twelve days ago. Time before made all to win in this grade at 

Les Sables-d'Olonne. Can bounce back. 

8. HARIBO DU THIOLET - Second in this class at Alencon nineteen days ago. Winner has won again since. 

Interesting.  

9. HACKER DE MAHEY - Third in this class at Alencon. Three wins and two placings from six career outings. 

Has to be considered. Runs barefoot. 

10. HERMES DU DON - Fourth beaten 3.25L at Le Mont Saint Michel in this company. Place chance. 

11. HARCOUEL - Won three starts back in this class at Pornichet. Solid efforts on next two runs. 

12. HADRIEN DU VIF - Struggled latest and was third beaten 5L the time before in a higher class. Runs 

barefoot. 

13. HANAPIER - Fifth beaten 5.5L here in this class three weeks ago. Place chance. 

14. HUNTER DE LA COTE - Third beaten 6.5L at Divonne in three classes higher two starts back. Could re-

find form. 

15. HIGOR DAIRPET - Won by 2.5L at Langon-Libourne in this class 45 days ago. Can win once more. 

16. HELIOS DE MESANGY - Second beaten 2.25L at this venue in this company. Placed on last three runs. 

Should feature racing without shoes. 

Summary: HIGOR DAIRPET (15) proved an easy winner at Langon-Libourne recently by 2.5L in this class. 
Third up and can win once more. HELIOS DE MESANGY (16) is consistent. Placed the past three outings in 
this grade. Consider. HIANT DU VAL (1) ran fourth beaten 6.25L at Lyon-Parilly in a higher standard. 
Interesting dropping in grade. HOUSTON DE CUIGNY (2) managed a third beaten 4L here in this company. 
Thereabouts. 

Selections 

HIGOR DAIRPET (15) - HELIOS DE MESANGY (16) - HIANT DU VAL (1) - HOUSTON DE CUIGNY (2)  



Race 5 - PRIX LACADEIRA -  2100m MOBILE C28 Harness. Purse EUR €38,000. 

1. INFANTE DE TOUES - Won by 0.25L here in a lower class. Well drawn for mobile debut.  

2. IRINA D'ATOUT - Won back to back outings earlier in the campaign but not shown much on three starts 

since. Must bounce back.  

3. IMPRESSION - Second beaten 3L at Cabourg in a lower class. Not ruled out up in standard.  

4. INFANTE D'ERABLE - Sixth beaten 7.5L at Vincennes in this class. Can be considered in what looks a 

weaker race.  

5. INAYA MATIDY - DQ at Cabourg in August. Sixth beaten 2.25L at Enghien in this class after trying to make 

all prior. Interesting.  

6. ISHTAR FONT - DQ at Vincennes in this class recently. Won a claimer prior but may need more.  

7. IMAGE DU RIL - DQ here in this class two weeks ago. Had been in good form prior to that. 

8. INSURRECTION - Seventh in a lower class recently. One to consider up in grade with some fair form prior. 

9. INDIRA DES BOSC - Won two starts back at Langon Libourne in a lower class. DQ since but could bounce 

back.  

10. IDAHI DE HOUELLE - Won by a neck two starts back at Cabourg. Struggled since.  

11. IPANA D'OCCAGNES - Seventh in the G3 Yearling Cup here recently. This is significantly weaker.  

Summary: INFANTE DE TOUES (1) won by 0.25L in a lower class contest earlier this month. Up in grade 
and is well drawn. IRINA D'ATOUT (2) found success four starts back. Struggled since. Back to pads on all 
four and maintains a 66% strike rate when in this combination. INFANTE D'ERABLE (4) ran sixth beaten 7.5L 
at Vincennes in this class. Attempts a more moderate affair and could go well. IPANA D'OCCAGNES (11) is 
down from G3 company and looks likely to feature. 

Selections 

INFANTE DE TOUES (1) - IRINA D'ATOUT (2) - INFANTE D'ERABLE (4) - IPANA D'OCCAGNES (11)  



Race 6 - PRIX AQUITANIA -  2200m WALK-UP C8 Harness. Purse EUR €32,000. 

1. JALISCA ROBSONS - Showed little on debut and best watched.  

2. JERMANY - DQ here in a lower class when going well. Worth another try.  

3. JEEP DU PONT - Third in a lower class recently on debut. Hard to assess. 

4. JOYCE DE COLMINE - DQ at Bernay in a lower class and hard to consider.  

5. JOYCE DES OLIVIERS - Third in a lower class but worth some consideration in this.  

6. JAVA DE FAEL - Won on debut at Rambouillet and has to be considered second up.  

7. JUST ONE MORE - Fourth in a lower class at Ecommoy after winning on debut. Solid.  

8. JET SET BOND - Back to back placings and can bounce back from a DQ latest. Represents a top yard. 

9. JOLIE AGATHA - Second in a lower class but this was an improved effort.  

10. JUDITH REINE - Tried to make all when fourth beaten 4.5L in this class here. Looks the one to beat.  

11. JOCOSA - Second at Ecommoy in a lower class latest. Unexposed and can go close.  

12. JUST FOR LIFE - Won by 0.25L at Cabourg in one class lower. Interesting once more.  

Summary: JUDITH REINE (10) tried to make all in this class when beaten 4.5L at this venue. Looks hard to 
beat here. JOCOSA (11) produced a solid second at Ecommoy tackling one class lower. Makes third start and 
can go close once more. JUST FOR LIFE (12) won at Cabourg by 0.25L attempting a grade lower. More than 
capable. JAVA DE FAEL (6) found success on debut and is interesting second time out. 

Selections 

JUDITH REINE (10) - JOCOSA (11) - JUST FOR LIFE (12) - JAVA DE FAEL (6)  



Race 7 - PRIX THERESIA -  2850m WALK-UP D42 Monte. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. HERMIONE DES APRES - Arrives following two heavy defeats in Class F driven events. Opposed on 

mounted debut. 

2. HONGROISE - 8.5L success in a Grade F mounted race at Langon Libourne thirteen days ago. Could be 

involved upped in standard. 

3. HEDONISTE D'EM - Arrives out of form. Impossible to recommend on recent figures. 

4. HAWAI SIBEY - DQ on last three outings but capable of going well if maintaining stride. Resumes following 

a 150 day break. 

5. HUKA DE L'ECLAIR - 6.25L third behind Hawai River in a Class E mounted race here fifteen days ago. 

Can be involved running barefoot. 

6. HAPPY SHANNON - Well held on last two outings but dangerous to dismiss on 6.25L mounted success at 

Divonne three back. May bounce back. 

7. HIKITA KALOUMA - Fourteen race maiden in mounted events and needs more following a lower grade 

fourth at Reims. 

8. HABILE GEDE - Could be involved if translating best driven form on just second mounted start. 

9. HAWAI RIVER - Bids for a four-timer following a 4.5L success in a Class E at this venue fifteen days ago. 

Tough to beat. 

Summary: HAWAI RIVER (9) bids for a four-timer following a 4.5L success in a Class E at this venue fifteen 
days ago. Excellent form in this padding combination. Looks progressive and may prove tough to beat. HAPPY 
SHANNON (6) is dangerous to dismiss on a 6.25L mounted success at Divonne three starts ago. May bounce 
back to best form. HAWAI SIBEY (4) is capable of going well at this level and would be dangerous to rule out 
if attracting market support on reappearance. HONGROISE (2) holds claims upped in standard following a 
8.5L mounted race victory. 

Selections 

HAWAI RIVER (9) - HAPPY SHANNON (6) - HAWAI SIBEY (4) - HONGROISE (2) 


